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security and exchange commission (sec) regulations in the united states require that publicly traded companies file financial reports. this report to the shareholders summarizes the public company fiscal third quarter (ended december 31, 2010) financial results for electric power group. a discussion of the
results is set forth as a separate section. this report contains forward-looking statements, which reflect the company's estimates, expectations or beliefs concerning future results or events and are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions. in particular, the company's ability to continue as a
going concern and the timing and content of the filing of the sec form 10-q by electric power group, inc., are subject to uncertainties and contingencies that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those anticipated, estimated, projected, intended, believed, planned, or anticipated.

forward looking statements in this report include, but are not limited to, statements concerning the company's outlook and guidance for 2011, statements about and the prospects for electric power group's development and sales of its new high-capacity, low-cost power assets, statements regarding the
company's plans for future operations, including capital expenditures, estimates of earnings, revenue and earnings outlook, and statements about and the prospects for the future financial performance and the results of operations of the company's operations and the level of revenues and income that

the company will achieve. it is our aim to provide the most relevant and valuable features for carrying out the functions of the university with minimum interference to its operations. databases are maintained by the following research groups: applied mathematics statistics, chemistry physics and
engineering cybernetics computer science information systems management archaeology engineering finance law music, doctoral studies botany ecology other colleges paediatrics obstetrics and gynaecology st martin’s hospital nursing the countess of huntingdons
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